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The Pope
And Peace
By Dorothy Day
On New Year's day I began to
read the Pope's Christmas message
which was printed partly in the
New York Times, and noticed that
directly under his message, on page
one, column one, the Soviet wishes
the world a merry Christmas.
Christmas, the broadcast said, always conveys the finest cherished
hopes of plain people and their
deep rooted fai th in·the possibility
of. a peaceful happy life, but no
time in the past few years has the
conversion of that possibility into
reality been so close and so real
as at the present time. The broadcast added that certain "governments of the west have been forced
to pay heed to the popular demand
that the spirit of negotiation prevails over decisions based on
force."
More than half the Pope's message of 5,000 words was discussion
of the materialism that results
from technological progress and
particularly from the "spirit which
finds what is to be most highly
prized in human life is the advantages that can be derived from the
forces and elements of nature."
The Times went on to say, that
the Pope's message was one of the
_wi. gl~iest of modern times. He is
-,
...
. ..,
•• '>le
...., sucb
- mtisfic:d \\itli the l>togress
- ·is peace and regards what
pe....- we have as a very fragile affair. "Many people were astonished
,
that the Pope did not speak of
Catholics who suffer persecution
behind the iron curtain except for
a brief reference to them in the
blessing which concluded the message." Perhaps the Holy Father
thought the persecuted ones were
in a better spiritual way than those
who were living under the materialism of the west.
There were two columns of excerpts of the message and they
.. were most provocative of thought.
They were about work and leisure,
the nature of man, the .need for
and the blessings · of technological
advance but also the futility in
placing our hopes in these, and the
dangers of men becoming spiritual
pygmies, the need to do away with
the inequalities in living standards
·and the fallacy of hoping to gain
peace by raising the standard of
living and increasing productivity.
Pope Pius said many of the
things we have been saying over
and over again in The Catholic
Worker but the concluding paragraphs of the Times two columns,
dealing as it does with Utopias,
authority and State, might seem to
be especially for our meditation.
As we are told by St. Peter to be
ready to give reason for the faith
· that is in us, I must in all humility,
as publsiher of the Catholic Worker, try to comment on it and explain again what anarchism and
pacifism means to me, and what I
think it meant to Peter Maurin.
Bob Ludlow and Ammon Hennacy
can speak for themselves.
We have often enough been accused of taking quotes out of context, or taking what words appeal
to us, or agre~ with us. Here are
the Pope's words which seem not
to agree with us.
"The Christian statesmen does
not serve the cause of national or
international peace when he abandons the solid basis of objective expe'rience and cle11r cut principles
and transforms himself as it were,
into a divinely inspired herald of
a new social world, helping to confuse even more minds already un-

•

~

,

R eceive, 0 Simeon , h im whom Moses foresaw on Sin ai
below the clouds laying d own the law, becoming a child,
and obeying the law. He it is wh o u ttmeth the law. He
it is n ow wh o was symbolized by the prop h ets. Who
certain. He is guilty of this fault
who thinks he can experiment with
the social order, and especially he
who is not resolved· to make the
authority of the state and the observance of its laws prevail among
all classes of society. It is perhaps
necessary to demonstrate that
weakness in authority more than
any other weakness undermines
the strength of a nation, and that
the weakness of one nation brings
with it the weakness of Europe and
imperils the general peace."
Observation is made in the New
York Times that is thought attention is being called to ,the un-

rest of France and her opposition
to a united Europe. , But my comment will be in reference to our
own attitudes to the State and its
laws.
Our Lord said, "He who will be
the leader among you, let him be
the servant," and on washing the
feet of his disciples, "As I have
done, so do . ye also." "Christ became obedient unto death, even to
the death of the Cross." Be ye subject to every living thing, 'st. Paul
says.
. To be a follower of Jesus, one
would cer tainly not seek after authority, or look for political office.
/.

hatb become incarnate for ou r sakes and saved man.
Him let u s worsh ip. -From Vespers, P resentation of our
Lord- Byzantine Liturgy~
It is thrust upon one by ability and

recognition of that ability by others, as it was . in the case of St.
Peter, St. Ambrose, Pius · XII and
so on.
In Christian statesmen, where
there are such, the11 it would seem
necessary to cultivate humility,
~oura ge, holy indifference, holy
poverty, in order to fulfill one's
high office. And perhaps one would
not stay in that office long. To lead
by example rather than by law
:\eems to have always been t he
.Christian way. · St. Francis, humbl iest, poorest · of me n, was pushed
into a position of authority. In the

present day, Don Luigi Sturzo, in
the past and the present mayor of
Florence, in the present from all
account of him, was pushed into
office.
The problem of authority and
freedom is one of tfie greatest
problems . of the day. Russia certainly cannot be accused of lack of
authoritarianism. Though they may
he said to be "experimenting with.
the social order," they· are certainly r esolved to make the authority
of State and observance of the
laws prevail among all classes of
society. The _S oviet union is no
(Continued on page 7)
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Chrystie
Street
By TOM SULLIVAN

Jan. 14, 1954.
Last Saturday aft~rnoon a good
friend phoned me from Chicago:
"Would you like t o take an ocean
liner to Europe? It will consist of
a round trip ticket to and from
Telepbone GRamercy 5-8826
Europe-gratis. All you have t o
liubscnptiun. Unltea States. 25c Yearly Canada ana ~·uretgn. 30c Yearil' say is, yes." In the exact tempo
l ubscrlptton rate of one cent per copy plus postage a ;>plies to bund iell of one with the offer I was agreeing with
bu ndred or m ore cop!.!9 each m onth for one year to be directed to one erldre• all my he~rt.
However, at the
same I was realizing that I had no
Reentered as se cond class matter August 10, 1939. at the Post OfAce
right to be making this trip for
of New York. N. ¥~ Under th'" Act of March 3. 1879
the second time within a · year,
while "others here had never been
t o the continent. However, I kept
t.hem in mind while I w.as being a
yes man since I was told over the
phone that the ticket would practically go to waste if it wasn't
used on the 15th of January.
The general aim of the Catholic Worker Move:r;rient_ is to re~lize in
the individual and in society the expressed and implied teachmgs of
•
Christ. It must therefore begin with an analysis of our present ~ociety
The two people · that I had in
to determine whether we already have an order that meets with the mind were Dorothy Day and Bob
requirements of justice and charity of Christ.
Ludow who were mt>re in need
The society in which we live and which is generally called capitalist and deserving of such a visit than
(because of its method of producing wealth> and bourgeois (because of 1· However, I was reminded that
its prevalent mentality) is not in accord with justice and charit!y.
neither was able to make the trip
at this date. So I hogged the trip
IN ECONOl\IICS-because the guiding principle is production for for myself. Besides the voice over
profit and because production determines needs. A just order would the phone was kindly stating that
provide the necessities of life for all, and needs would determine what it was perfectly obvious to anyone
would be produced, and labor would receive the full equivalent of the that I was desperately in need of
wealth produced. From each according to his ability, to each accord- a change from the Catholic Worker
Ing to his needs. Today we have a non-producing class which is main- and Chrystie Street. I received
tained by the labor of others with the consequence that the laborer. the impression th Otis was tanis systematically robbed of that wealth which he produces over and tamount to my walking papers
above wb,at is needed for his bare maintenance.
.
from the Catholic Worker. HowIN PSYCHOLOGY-because capitalist society fails to take m the ever I neatly rationalized it all
whole nature of man but rather regards him as an economic factor in out 'in my feeble mind that the
production. He is an item in the expense sheet of the employer. Pr~fit otqer party was simply being kind
determines what type of work he shall do. Hence the deadly routme and that all was intended was the
of assembly lines and the whole mode of fact~ry productt'on . !-n. a fact that I needed a vacation. So
just order the question will be whether a certain type of work is m with a weak realization that I had
accord with human values,' not whether it will bring a profit t o the accepted the generous offer, I
exploiters of labor.
hung up the phone.
IN MORALS-because capitalism is maintained by class war. Since
_
• • *
the aim of the capitalist employer is to obtain labor as cheaply as pos- . There was the immediate probsible and the aim of labor is to sell itself as dearly as possible and buy lem of locating my passport that I
1e products produced as cheaply as possible there is an inevitaple and used last January. I stayed up
ersistent conflict which can only be overcome when the capitalist till three o'clock Monday morning
s to exist a~ a class. 1 When there is but on~ class the members searching for the passport-to n o
erform aifferent functions but there is no longei: an employer-wage avail. It was gone and I concluded
arner relationship.
that I was moving on in years
To achieve this society we.advocate:
when I begin t o misplace . impor- A complete rejection of the present social orde1· and a non-violent tant papers. A raging headache
revolution to establish an order more in accord with Christian values. sent me to my bed: only to wake
This can only be done by direct action since political means have failed up the next m orning with a knee
as a method for bringing about this society. Therefore we advocate which was bothering me as a rea personalism which takes on ourselves responsibility for changing sult of having twisted it a couple
conditions to the extent that we are able to do so. By establishing of days previous-in our office.
Houses of Hospitality we take care of as many of "those in need as After a distracted half hour at
we can rather than turn them over to the impersonal "charity" of the Mass that morning I returned t o
State. We do not do this in order to patch up the wrecks of the capital- our house where I fell down three
ist system but rather because there is always a shared responsibility cement steps-ice and snow facilin these things and the call to administer to our brother transcends any itated the four point landing.
consideration of economics. We feel that what anyone possesses be- Fearful of moving I laid there
yond basic needs does not belong to him but rather to the poor who wondering whether to move or
are without it.
not: only then would I know if any
We believe in a withdrawal from the capitalist system so far as each bones were broken.
one is able to do so. Toward this end we favor the establishment of a
• • •
Distributist economy wherein those who have a vocation to the land
To make a short story a serialwill work on the farms surrounding- the village and those who have I grimly found my way into the
cther vocations will work in the village itself. In this way we will kitchen where I enjoyed a cup of
have a decentralized economy which will dispense with the State
coffee and two pieces of toast. Our
we know it and will be federationist in character as was society during little family in the kitchen laughed
certain periods that preceded the rise of national states.
wben I told them of my accident.
We believe in worker ownership of the means of production and dis- I have a way of presenting my
tribution as distinguished from nationalization. This to be accom- misfortunes that people always
plished by decentralized co-operatives and the elimination of a distinct laugh and I have to laugh with
employer class. It is revolution from below and not (as political revo- them. However, Bart and several
lutions are) from above. It calls. 'for widespread and universal owner- others agreed that such an acciship by all men of property as a stepping stone to a communism that dent should not happen to the
will be in accord with the Christian teaching of detachment from ma- Ambassadors of Christ who would
terial goods and which whe n realized will express itself in common come to us for their afternoon
ownership. "Property, the more common it is, the more holy it is," bowl of soup. Thus the sidewalk
St. Gertrude writes.
was diligently cleaned of ice and
We believe in the complete equality of all men as brothers under the snow.
• • *
Fatherhood of God. Racism in any form is blasphemy against God
That afternoon I found my w.i.y
who created all mankind in His image and who offers redemption to all.
l\Ian comes to God freely or not at all and it is not the function of any down to the passport bureau where
man or institution to force the Faith on anyone. Persecution of any I was told that I would have to
fill out the forms for a duplicate.
peoples is therefore a serious sin and ..a denial of free will.
I was also instructed
We believe further than the revolution to be pursued in ourselves passport.
and in society must be pacifist. Otherwise it will proceed by force and that I had to notify the focal powill use means that are evil and which will never be outgrown, so that lice department that the passport
they will determine the . end of the revolution and that end will again was missing or stolen. The detecbe tyranny. We believe that Christ went beyond natural ethics and tives were properly unimpressed
the Old Dispensation in this matter of force and war and taught non- and yawned at such stupidity.
violence as a way of life. So that when we fight tyranny and injustice However, I went tfirough the rouand the class war we must do so by spiritual weapons and by non-coop- tine of. making the report, at the
eration. Refusal to pay. taxes, refusal to register for conscription, non- same time feeling that it was all
violent strikes, withdrawal from the system are all methods that can some sort of a game that our entire society was engaged in. I
be employed in this .fight for justice.
We believe that success, as the world determines it, is not the cri- made the report as a .matter of
terion by which a movement should be judged. We must be prepared form and they made their notation
and ready to face seeming failure. The most important thi!lg is that of the situation.
we adhere to these values which transcend time and for which we will
My return to the passport bube asked a personal accounting, not as to whether they succeeded reau was greeted with a sigh ..an·d
(though we should hope that they do) but as to whether we remained the desk clerk asked me to sign
true to them even though the whole world go otherwise.
several papers and· t o swear that
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The Fallacy -of the Wage System
(Easy Essays bJ Peter l\laurin)
"Capital," says Karl Marx,
is accumulated labor
not for the benefit
of the laborers,
but for the benefit
of the accumulators."
And the capitalists succeed
in accumulating labor
for their O\Vn benefit
by treating labor
not as a gift
_
but as a commodity,
buying it
like any other commodity,
at the lowest possible price,
And organized labor
plays into the hands
of the capitalists,
or accumulators of labor,
by treating their own labor
not as a gift
but as a commodity,
selling it
like any other commodity
at the highest possible price.
But the buyers of labor
....
at the lowest possible price,
and the sellers of labor
at the highest possible prict
are nothing but
commercializer'5-of labor.
When the laborers
place their labor
on the bargain counter
they allow the capitalists
or accu1J1ulators of labor
to accumulate their labor.

...

And when the capitalists,
or accumulators of labor,
haveaccumulated so much
of the laborers' labor,
they n o longer find it pr ofitable
to buy the laborers' labor.

'

And when the capitalists
n o longer find it profitable
to buy the laborers' labor,
then the laborers
can n o longer sell their labor
to the capitalists
or the acc\Jmulators oj labor.
And when the laborers
can no longer sell their labor
to the capitalists,
or accumulators of labor,
they can no longer buy
the products of their labor.

...

And that ls what
the laborers get
for selling their labor
to the capitalists,
or accumulators of labor.
They just get left,
and they get what is coming to them,
for selling their labor
to the capitalists,
or accumulators of labor.
reason for making the long trip.
Besides our good readers might,
and not unreasonably, think I was
utilizing their hard earned contributions t o the Catholic Workers
to finance my jaunt around the ·
Old World. Take my word for it
-not one cent of Catholic Work~r
funds will be used in this manner.
My trip will be fully financed by
During my comings and goings sources completely outside of
to the detectives and the passport Catholic Worker Funds.
divisions, I would frequently come
across individuals going to and
While I have been mulling over from their daily jobs. ·E ach one 1 places to visit in Europe, Dorothy
would look at made me more and came lip with suggestion that I
m ore uncomfortable about this visit the Catholic Worker House
stroke of good fortune that I have of Hospitality in London. Also
had upon visiting Europe and the that I vlsit Eeter Maurin's brother
vacation incurred during the win- who belongs to the Christian
ter months. Since I sincerely felt Brothers in Paris, plus a trip to
that these are the poor souls who Peter's birthplace in Southern
should be having the opportunity France. In one sense these suggest o get away from their jobs of tions give a validity to such a long
drudgery and off for a vacation to journey overseas. Thus, I will be
the Continent. Despite my feel- sort of travelling in an official caings on the matter, I wasn't so pacity as a representative of the
rash as to propose such a trip to Catholic Worker. Those poor peoone of these strangers as I passed ple on the other side of the ocean
them by.
will get a glimpse of a truly fragile instrument that is operating on
One of the worst features of this this side of the big pond. I have a
trip was that I didn't have the sincere dread of palming myself
vaguest idea of where I intended off as a member of the Catholic
to go in Europe. Although, I have Lay Apostolate in this country or
always wanted to return t o Italy any other.
after my first visit and I was anxFriends and relatives have been
ious tO visit the Louvre in Paris,
besides seeing Chartres. However, so kind towards my current .trip
this didn't appear to be sufficient
<Continued on page 8)

I would defend the constitution
of the United States. At that point
I would agree to anything, however, I was wary of my witness,
Bob Ludow's reaction to such
swearing in. Fortunately he was
only asked if h e knew me for two
or more years-so that crisis was
breached.
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''Property Is Theft''

•

Tell me, where does your wealth come from? You owe it to another? And this other, to whom does be owe it? To bis father ·or
grandfather, you say. Will you now, in tracing it back, argue that
th• wealth was earned in a just way? That you cannot do. On the
contrary the beginning, the root of it, lies necessarily in some injustice. Why? Because at the beginning, God did not make one man
rich and another poor. He did not make exception by showing one
the way to treasures of gold and hindering another from finding them.
Rather he left the same earth as a possession to all. Then if this is
the common property of all, f.r.:om where have you so many acres and
your neighbor not a clod of earth? My father bequeathed them to
me, you answer. From whom did he inherit them ? From his ancestors. Surely if you go back, in every case, you come to the beginning.
Jacob was rich, but his possessions were the- wages oI work. Riches
have to be won in a just way. Nothing stolen should cling to them.
• Of course, you are not responsible for what your greedy father
scratched togeth_er. You possess the <fruits of robbery, but you were·
not the r obber. Even granting tliat your father did not commit robbery, but t hat bis wealth gr.ew somehow out of the earth, how .does
it st and then? Does that make wealth into something good? By no
means. But it is not something evil, you say. You are not greedy
if you share with the needy, then wealth is not evil; but if you do
not, then wealth is an evil and dangerous thing. Yes, you reply, if
a man does not at:tually commit evil, he is not a bad man, even if he·
fails to do good. Good. Is it not doing evil , when a man is lord
over all things for himself, when he wants to enjoy communal things
on his own? Or is not the earth, and everything in it, the property
of God ? Then if all we possess belongs to God, it belongs also to
those who are brothers with us in the service of God. What belongs
to God the Lord is all common property. Or dD we not see that it is
kept so in any great household? For example, all get the same quantity of bread, for it comes out of the stores of the master; the house
of the master is open to all. Also all royal property is common property, and towns, markets and sidewalks belong equally to all, we all
share them. Consider then the economy of God! He made certain
things common property that mankind migb,t be shamed; for instance,
the ~air, the sun, water, the earth, the sky, light, the stars-be shares
them all equally as among brothers. He gave all the same eyes, the
same body, the same soul, the same image is in all. Out of the earth,
from one single man he made all thin&s arise, he- allotted us all the
same house. But all that did not help us. God also made other things
as common goods, f or example, the baths, the towns, the squares and
streets. And it is to be noticed there is no quarrelling over such communal goods but there is peace. But as soon as someone tries to draw
something to himself and make ·it into his own private property, then
quarrelling b~s. almost as if Nature herself was enraged that, while
God wants to keep us peaceful by_every possible means, we aiin at a
separation from one another, at appropriation of separate property,
at pronouncing the cold words "Mine and thine." From there on
arises struggle, from there on all baseness. But where these words
are not uttered, struigle and strife do not arise. And so community
of goods is a far more suitable mode of life for us than private prop~rty amt 1t ~'hlfthal. - WhT does no one go to law about the marbt
place? Because it Is the common property of all. About houses and
money on the other hand, we see lawsuits without end. What is essential to us lies all for common use ; but in the -smallest things we
do not observe this communism at all. For that reason God in bis
care gave us every n ecessary thin g a a common possession, that we
may learn therefrom l o h old other things too in a communal way.
Yet we do not want to learn even that way! - But to come b ack to
your answer: How can you think a rich man is a good man? It Is
impossible; he can be good only when he shares of his wealth with
others. When he does not possess, then he is good. When h e shares
with others, then be is good. As long as he simply possesses, he
cannot be a good man at all.
St. John Chrysostom (from the Twelfth Address on the !'lrli Letter
to Timothy),

The 'Tiµies' and McCarthy
By MICHAEL HARRINGTON
We are profoundly in the debt
of the New York Times. In a series of articles by Peter Kihss
last m onth, the Times gave a detailed and documented account of
the loyalty and security situation
at Fort Monmouth.
The Times' documentation of
the fact that Senator McCarthy
failed to turn up one significant
instance of espionage-or even of
"potential espionage"-came as no

Autobiography of
ACatholic Anarchist
by Ammon Hennacy
328 Pages, Illmttr ated
Indexed
Introduction
by Dor othy Day
A penetrating presentation o!
what happened t o the body and
within the soul of a man who
refused to register for two wars,
has been a tax-refust!r for ten
years, and tries t o carry the
same uncompromising loyalty
to the Sermon on the Mount
into every area of -his daily life.
Paper, $Z; Cloth, $3.
Twenty cents for mailini:
charges.
C-Opie1 mailed out
Jan. 30. Mail all orders to
Libertarian Press, Box A, Glell
Gardner, New Jersey.

surprise, After a long period of
sensational headline promises of
new spy rings and friends of the
.Rosenbergs, McCarthy himself admitted as much. But it was in another aspect of the Monmouth
case that the Times was so valuable-that of tlie loyalty and secur ity program itself.
This program has nothing to do
with McCarthy. It is part of the
day to day administrative apparatus created by Truman and refined by Eisenhower for the pur~
pose of keeping Communist spies
out of government. The Times
offered ample · confirmation of the
often made charges against this
program: that it is based on anonymous accusation, guilt by association, and a ruthless dredging of
the past of many individuals.
Thus, one man was charged with
having been interested by Max
Lerner. This was considered to be
a factor making him a "security
risk." Obviously, there is much to
criticfae in Max Lerner's thinking
(paradoxically, this includes his
lack of indignation over the Smith
Act conviction of the Communist
leaders), but to criticize is one
thing, and to equate Lerner with
subversion is another. Indeed ,
Lerner went through a period
when he followed the general liberal-labor line on the Soviet Union, but he was also one of those
liberals who decisively broke with
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L·a Casita de San Jose
By EILEEN F ANTINO
The first s.nowfall of winter
found Mary Ann and me sitting in
the remaining two chairs of La
Casita de San Jose, watching the
flakes drift in through the broken
panel next to the front door. Paquito and Frankie were sawing and
hammering nails into old pieces
of wood , building a sturdy wall
against the elements. We sulked.
Every time the place gets knocked
apart the boys are so afraid we'll
have nervous breakdowns they
can't get the wood gathered fa st
enough to start repairs. The wind
swept in and the snow thickened
but on they worked. This was the
third attempt. Twice before the
wooded panels had been kicked in,
like the glass before it.
While they were working, a man
came to the door and began to
talk to us about his wife who had
just died . He cried as he told us
that he had been se.rved with an
eviction notice for n onpayment of
rent. He had been to a Veteran's
organization and the City "'elfare
Dept. asking fctr help but had been
told to get a job immediately. The

death of his wife had shaken him
and he seemed unable t o cope with
anything. After 28 years of satisfactory payment of rent be was
being put out of his h ome by the
landlord. We explained the procedure in eviction ca-ses. He kept
c;r-ying and showing us pictures of
Ii.is wife. We recognized her as a
woman we had met often on the
street retµrning from her job as a
maid in a luxurious downtown
hotel. She always bad something
cheering to say and had offered to
bring the children left over cake
from the hotel kitchen. The "business is business" attitude of landlords especially in slum areas is
unbelievable. After having received
profit for 28 years he could not
help this man through the most difficult tr,ial of his life.
We had our own experience
with eviction notices at The Little
House of ·St. Joseph that very
week. Our case went to trial. We
were accused of non-payment of
rent and a water and sewage bill.
The rent had been paid on time
that point of view after the war.
Another man was charged with
having belonged to the Young Pioneers, Communist Youth gi·oupin 1933! In still another case, sympathy for the struggle of the Negro people was somehow wound
up in the charge of subversion.
The Times has documented a
sad, sad fact : that the slander of
reputation, the assasination of
character, the destruction of careers, is not the property of McCarthy alone. It is part of a program instituted by a liberal administration (the "Fair Deal") and
carried out by Eisenhower.
But in the reaction to these kind
of revelations ts an even more
disturbing element. First, that the
Democratic, liberal-labor line i~
increasingly becoming a boast that

but was returned with a letter
which stated that unless we had
the b oarded windows fixed with
glass at once the landlord would
have the work done and charge us
$200. The place was unoccupied
for years before we took it a'nd had
been a complete mess. Now
wooden boards were offensive in a
neighborhood where real housing
violations could be counted by the
hundreds.
The Harlem Courthouse was the
scene of our drama . It turned into
a three ring circus. The land:ord's
agent's lawyer (we had n·one) was
very uncomfortable when he heard
about our work, and was trying
hard to find a solution to the problem. He. suggested our putting in
glass and taking out insurance, but
soon realized · that after the first
smash it would be canceled. The
agent would not be moved and suggested that we leave as soon as
possible. Mary Ann began to tell
him about a boy who broke into
the store just before Christmas and
took a load of toys. He shines shoes
near the Subway and buys

the eviction n otice fee and told
him that he was sending us his ow;n
fee as a donation and would do all
that he could to raise money for
us. When we told our story to the
judge the court stenographer
thought Mr. Cohen was our lawyer instead of the landlord's. We
wonder what the boss had to say
the "next day.

Louie had joined the paint crew
and was slapping maroon paint on
the last few boards. Flakes of
snow blew into the paint but th ey
wanted to finish. The shaky wor k
table got a coat too. A friend arrived with a - load of old clothes
·and by unanimous decision the
children agreed that the painters
should get the precious starched
shirts in the package as a rE>ward
for their undaunted courage in the
face of great hardships.
One small friend named Ephraim
with doe-eyes peering through
straight black hair that falls down
over his face, asked for something
for his mother_He told us his story.
She has t o go out looking for a
larger apartment and has no coat.
His family of twelve live in three
snµill rooms. They sleep on the
floor. The father has an injury and
can't work. Two of his sisters were
with him. They were out in a snowstorm with no socks on. '.['here were
children not going to school becauS'e they have no warm clothes .
Even the families in which th~
father is working have difficulty
mafntaining a living standud
much above this. From the decaying buildings in which they must
live, buildings crawling with vermin and rats, literally falling to
pieces, the landlords collect their
rent. Those to whom the collecting
of rent is a source of great wealth
take food ftom the tables, warm
clothes irom the shivering children, maim sensitive human beings by want and despair. They
are not alone. We wonder if even
our churches are not shutting ou
the problem o?-extr~ -P
their enthusiasm for building pr o
grams, and orderly parish activities which have little or nothing to
do with the works of mercy. We
have seen cases where the very
Rita Ham
poor feel ill at ease in church and
ceries for his mother with his earn- stop going because they are conings. Every time he takes some- scious of the difference in appearthing or breaks into the Center he ance between themselves and the
other parishoners. If we close our
waits for us on the street days
later and confesses. He's a gen- eyes to the urgent needs of the
erous,. warm child so overwhelmed poor, we must admit that we are
by poverty that a barrier between failing to live as Christians.
him and some toys or clothes is · The City goes on quibbling over
something to destroy. That's how political issues, huge roads and
the windows got broken. One whole expressways are built throughout
glass panel was smashed during a the state, like giant arteries sapfight late at night outside the ping blood from the hearts of the
store. A man fell through the. glass. poor. Money is found for everyWe tried to explain that this was thing, but low rent housing projnot just a case of keeping real ects are cut 'and delayed. The city
estate pretty. The lawyer could re- is well defended -f rom potential
strain himself no longer. He turned enemies at the cost of millions but
to the agent. "I'm saying some- the sub-human standards of living
thing, and I'm saying it out forced on the poor is as much an
loll!! • • ." and blasted .away. He accepted part of the scene as
got 1be agent to agree to allow us Rockefeller Center. Our free ·enterto use wood instead of glass, pro- pr ise economy is sustained by t he
viding that we painted it. He near slave wages paid for the labor
pointed out that the sewage charge of poor, while we strain to conon our water bill was not charge- vince the world that we are the
able and illegal according to a pre- most civilized nation in existence.
vious court session. There bad been We dazzle visitors with our archino mention of sewage charges in tecture, our " r.ulture," but what
our lease . • .. He got him to waive our slums speak for our humanity
is the loudest cry oI all. It is easy
to say of the poor "They are used
it was "we" who put the Commu- to it; they don't have initiative;
nists in jail, " we'' who started the they're lazy; I worked hard to get
loyally and security program, etc, where I am ; why don't they stop
Thus, President Truma·n.
having children if t11ey can't afThe defense against witch-hunt- ford them," and all other attempts
ing is to boast that you started it! to justify the accumulation of
The second point is even more wealth at the expense of the masses
serious. It is that so many of the of desperate people throughout
men charged at Monmouth seemed the world. It's easy to say these
to have accepted the basic, anti- things at a bridge game, but not
libertarian premise of their per- while looking int o the haunted
secutors. Instead of making a face of a child of the slullls. whose
head-on attack against these ridic- beauty and desolation can be comulous charges, they would try to pared only to the suffering face of
explain away the instance-and Christ.
presumably if the instance cannot
(La Casita de San Jose, a center
be explained, the accused admits· for children at 1946 First Avenue
that it qualifies him as a security in New York City, is in need of
risk.
clothing for children and adults.
Jobs, lives, careers are at stake. Please send contributions to Eileen
The Times has. documented the Fantino or Mary Ann .l\fcCoy at
the above address).
terrible extent 6f the problem.
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Dwight MacDonald ·

THE ROOT IS MAN, TWO ESSAYS IN POLITICS, By Dwight
MacDonald, Cunningham Press,
Alhambra, Cal. $2 paper, $4
cloth. Reviewed by Ammon
Hennacy.
"Only those who are willing to
resist authority themselves when
It conflicts too intolerably with
their personal moral code, only
they have the right to condemn
the death-chamber paymaster."
"The primacy of the individual
• human being must restore the balance that has been broken by the
hypertrophy of science in the last
two centuries. The root is man,
here and not there, now and not
then."
"The locus of value-choice (and
hence of action) lies within the
feelings of the individual, not in
Marx's History, Dewey's -Science,
or Tolstoy's God."
"Bleak conclusion • • • I must
confess that I myself now line up
with the West in the cold war and
probably will continue to do so
when and if it becomes hot • • •
out of disillusion and despair rather
than illusion and hope."
A rereading of these four quo·
tations from the author at least
four times will prepare the reader,
and perhaps Macdonald himself,
for a beginning so as to understand how a brilliant and honest
writer left the fleshpots of Luce
journalism and the inkpots of
splinterism for the pacifist and
anarchist dream-and how he became a Tired Radical.
However, this "ilenial of materialism, and the refusal to accept
the illusion of Progress; this recognition that the State is the
enemy of man, and the acceptance
of the Personalist approach places
acdonald on the right road.
le said that he did not "recogthe overrtm1sli1p of God any
re than of History or Science
r the Unconscious •.• because it
is complete ..• To live in a continual state o( tension and contradiction . • . not the object at
rest but the Gyroscope, which harmonizes without deitroying the
contradictory forces of motion and
inertia, should be our model."
This unstable gyroscope . nightmare is the portion due those who
travel without God. I, too, was a
radical who fought' the lonesome
1ight, deserted by comrades, until
in solitary I found that True
Rebel: Christ. God is defined by
Gandhi as Truth and by St. Francis as Love. A true Radical and a
true R.t>el who is too proud in his
intellectuality to kneel to God is
that much less a Radical and Rebel
than he would be if not depending
on his own smartness.
This I
learned too in forty years of radical activity. With an approximation of voluntary holy poverty to
those who seek sincerely and continually comes the inspiration of
that Grace which decides mysteriously in the heart of man which
road he should travel.
About face! It is the direction in
which we are faced that counts.
The root may be man, but just as
the sunflower rooted in the earth
faces the sun, so does God give a
direction to the face of man away
from World Wars and atom bombs,
and toward that phase which Macdonald quotes approvingly from
Tolstoy, "What Should a Man Live
:By?"
With this introduction to the
problem it ~hould be explained
that the two essays . of this book
were written in POLITICS, a magazine he founded, · in 1945 and
Ul46, whe\ in the reaction against
the atom bomb Macdonald was
weaned from his Trotskyite sympathies to assert the full pacifist and
anarchist position . •
The first essay entitled The ,Responsibility of Peoples shows that
it was not the German people who
exterminated the Jews but trained
SS men recruited from the -most
dc•praved criminals. This is con-

Sherwood·.
Anderson ·

Cramped Quarter$

"LAND FOR TOMORROW," by · ment the Encyclical teachings in
trasted with the nominal »KK
L. Dudley Stamp, Indiana Uni- the West on such things as immi·
spirit that swept this country in
versity Press. Reviewed by gration, and the repercussions have
tr.e twenties and which even today
George P. Carlin.
been felt in the East. Catholics
in the McCarthy-like hysteria
have failed to show the Asiatics
builds "toward that terror which we Letters of Sherwood Anderson,
In 17t9 Jonathan Swift, then the that the true way to solve the food
Selected and Ecllted, with an
decry on the part of Communists.
Introduction and N 0 t e s by Anglican ~an of St. Patrick's in problem is very simply to grow
There is this truth also that "if
Howard Mumford Jones, in As- Dublin who was later to become more food, rather than kill their
everyone is gµilty, no one is
sociation with Walter B. Rideout, famous for " Gullivers Travels," b:ibies.
guilty," for there must be responLittle, Brown. $6.00. Reviewed wrote "A Modest Proposal for PreDr. L. Dudley Stamp's book
sibility on the part of those who
by Michael Harrington.
venting the Children of the Poor "Land for Tomorrow" (Indiana
definitely are a part of persecution
People in Ireland from becoming University Press) is another addi·
and of block-busting and atom
At the .age of forty five, the man- a Burden to Their Parents or Coun- tion to the growing library on the
bombing. So the author places ager of a small Mid-Western paint try, and for making them benefi'.!ial food and pop14ation probl,em. He
Roosevelt, • whose unconditional factory, Sh~rwood Anderson, broke to the public."
·
is perhaps the world's leading ausurrender policy hardened German ff · th
"ddl
f di t t·
Swi"ft suggested sardoni"cally that" thority on land use and is a proresistance, and Eisenhower's Order o m
e ,mi e o
c a mg a
of the Day, Oct. 12, 1944, of no letter and went out to seek, and to the food problem iil Ireland be fessor of Social Geography at the
fraternizing, where seldiers buried write. In many w~ys, this act, bold, solved by selling the Irish children London School of Economics.
His thesis in the book is that
.
the groun'd which. was left impetuous, an d _curious
. 1y naive,
on the open market in Londonuld
as
f ood
not only are there important unover from their dinner while starvfood. He averred that they wo
ing children stood around, in that couid stand as symbolic of a_. pecul- b e exce11en t as a ra gou t or s t ew, developed lands in the tropics· and
r€sponsibility of individuals which iarly American attitude. The Eng- and added that he did not believe the arctic latitudes, but that many
must not be thinned out to mean lishman would have kept the job any "gentleman would repine to of the middle latitude countries
such as the United States, Soviet
nothing. For bombs do not drop, or and written; the Fren"chman would I gi~e
s~illings for a go~d fat
Union, Canada, Australia, and the
gallows hang, or ovens burn; in never have been the manager of · child.
With mock economics he Argentine are vastly under-develthe words of Tolstoy, these things a paint factory; but Anderson, the concluded that the.. scheme shou~d oi;:ed.
are done by men, and when men American, set out to face experi- a~peal to many as the money will
The Mississippi Valley alone could
recognize their responsibility they ence atld ·to convert it to truth.
circulate ~~ong . ourselv~s, the grow vast amounts of food to feed
will cease doing these things.
Many critics-Rahv and Trilling, goods (babies) being entirely ~~ millions of people, Dr. Stamp says.
In The Root is Man Macdonald for instance-have pointed~ out the our own growth and manufacture. .Auskalia, almost as large as the
shows· how he left the Trotskyite almost quantitative obsession with
T?e essay might . be worth . re- United States and having only a
and Marxist analysis and remedy experience which appears in Amer- calling today. For it emphasizes tiny 8, 700,000 people, has its whole
because "capitalist contradictions ican literature. It is an enthusiasm that hunger has been no stranger vnt North going to waste.
conduct one not to Soc\fllism but a trust in reality and in the in~ to the West. It is . only wit?in the
Dr. Stamp, like most other exto Bureaucratic Collectivism."
dividual that marks our writers last three centunes-parbcularly perts, advocates tl:e remcval of
Although he ,ends up as a tired from Melville an Whitman on. with the discovery of America- man-made barriers-such as the
radical the author makes t\lis im- This ·tradition has often been con- that the West for the first tim~ discriminatory immigration laws
partant distUiction between Pro- trasted to that of Henry James, yet has bee~ a~le to l_argely eliminate and tariff walls-and more efficient
gressives and Radicals. He states even in as anglicized a writer as the penod1c fammes that swept use of our present lands.
that the Progi-essive believes in the author of Wings of the Dove, Europe and often reduced popu"Land for Tomorrow" belongs
material progress and that the atom it is still present. Anderson, I lations by as much as an eighth.
on the same shelf with "Let There
bomb is a perversion of a good think, personifies this in its most
The situation of Ireland when Be Bread" by Robert Brittain
thing. Here we find Communists, naive-and most pure-form. The Swift wrote his "modest proposal" <Simon & Schuster), which is being
(Continued on page 6)
(Continued. on _page 6)
is similar to the problem in Japan published in France with a preface
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---today. Japan has 85,000,000 peo- ·by a leading Catholic scholar; the
ple on four tiny islands and due April, 1951 Integrity on the world
to immigration and tariff barriers food and population problem; ''The
c
erected by other countries cannot Geography of Hunger," liy Dr.
solve her food problem . . . And Josue de Castro (Little Brown &
FABULOUS ANCESTOR by Don- front house of hospitality and to whereas Swift's proposal was made Company); "Too Many of Us?" by
ald Demarest. J. B. Lippincott the struggle for social justice in satire to stir up the conscience Robert Nevett, {The •fndtlll rnffiCo,, Philadelp~ia. $3.50. Review- among the fisherm~n.
of his English countrymen, far tute of Social Research, Poona,
Nevertheless, the visit is more more fantastic and no less cruel India); the publications ot the
ed by Elizabeth Bartelme.
than a sunny experience to be re- proposals have been made by West- F'ood Research Bureau of Stanford
Donald Demarest, in Fabulous membered only in crystallized pererners and written into law by the University; and the many publicaAnc~stor, has concocted what he fection. It is a record of growth,
Asiatics.
tions of the United Nations Food
describes as "not a novel . . . not of rebellion balanced · by new wisDr. . Abraham Stone told the and Agricultural Bureau.
non-fiction •.• If you must have a dom, of illusions tossed away and
It is hoped that the subject will
label •.• a Legend." This private verities established. Death and dis- World Fertility Congress on May receive increased attention by
that
there
were
638,000
abor26th
myth, though largely autobiograph- appointment enter the picture.
Catholic scholars and writers, as it
ical, has its epic figure, Mr. Dem- More important, love and warmth tions performed by the Ministry is very late in the day in Asia when
arest's fierce and charming great- and security bless the Felicity of Social Welfare in Japan in 1951 both India with one-fifth of the engrandmother, whose youthful beau- Street ~ople, drawing them close and probably an additional 100,000 tire world's population, and Japan
(These
ty was New Orleans' boast, and even in their quarrels. Mi. Demar- unregistered· abortions.
with a poulation that makes her
whose Creole pride intimidated her est, having used the hours of the figures were reported two years ago exceedingly more important than
enemies-Yankees and daughters- Divine Office as the pattern for in the Catholic Worker, and re- her small size would indicate,
peated in several subsequent
in-law alike.
his book, sums it up with the trust- issues).
have reached the sickening deciTruly, Granny was a formidable ing prayer of Compline, and the
Dr. Stone termed this "drastic" sion that birth control is the anpersonality. She ate, talked and fresh knowledge-that what matters and said that 750 centers are now swer for them and have further
prayed (usually aloud) incessantly. is "grace and .g race, or as Granny's being established in Japan for the written it into a mandatory law and
She shook out the sachets of her cook, Cleo the Grayy Queen, puts "dissemination
of
information a major item of national policy.
carefully preserved memories of it, "love and Love."
George P . Carlin .
about marriage, eugenics, and
th·e "War between the States"
There is no denying the fresh- family planning." In short, birth
daily. Her husband had borne the ness and charm of "Fabulous An- control clinics are now being set
uncommon title of "Jack O'Dia- cestor." Mr. Demarest writes well up by the government.
monds," and -his Yankee birth was indeed. His dialogue is deft, his
Catholics may well wonder bow
one of few calculated vaguenesses characters memorable. Tante Bebe
Dr.
Stone was chosen to make a Bread in the Wilderness, by Thomas
of Granny's clear remembrances. is as vivid as Granny. Father DagoMerton, New Directions, 146
She was stuffed with New Orleans bert's social talents are as wicked- tour through Asia to gather the
He reprepages, $6.00. · Revl.e wed by John
lore and wa1l herself part of it. ly dissected as his opposite, Father information above.
sented
the
World
Health
OrganiZaStanley.
Happily she .lJad an imaginative Sebastian, is displayed in all his
young Blonde! to store away and grave holiness. It is therefore un- tion of the United Nations, which
This is a song about reality. the
later sing, in this warm and gay fortunate that the author has not paid for his trip. He is a director r eal world in which God and His
re-creation, the fables she dropped mastered form, and that his book of the Margaret Sanger Research creatures sing to each other, and
so lightly and spontaneously.
suffers from lack of decisiveness in Bureau, which is one of the. most light is so bright that it is dark,
However, in spite of the matri- the cheice of a medium. Legend active organizations for the spread and suffering is joy, and men live
archal figure at the center, this is it may be, but it lacks either the of birth control.
in lib.erty without the law; but
The United Nations has the sup- most of all it is a song about praythe narrator's story. "The boy," as dramatic intensity of the novel, or
he is called, somewhat awkwardly, the straightforward development of port of all people in the free world er and the immolation of self, and
throughout the book, comes from personality which characterizes au- regardless of race, creed or color, this is the theme of all the authe Philippines to visit his Creole tobiography. Were the book more and is the great hope of the West thor's work - and his life. It is
relatives in New Orleans. All the taut, the delineation of theme as an instrument to achieve peace about the Psalms, about their
blandishments of the romantic city sharper, Mr. Demarest's accomp- in our time. Birth control has not spirit, their genius in ·assisting men
a~e displayed for his benefit, and lishment would be greater. There only been condemned by Roman achieve perfection and contemplahe himself is part of the enchant- is also a lack of discipline in deal- Catholics who represent a con- tion as they are chanted or recited
ment; the fierce clannish pride so ing with the reminiscences which siderable ·portion of both Europe in the Divine Office of the Liturgy
strong in children awakens ' with results in a confusion of the time and the United Stafes, but by men of the Church. In this action man
his discovery that these people, sequence. One- is npt exactly sure like George Bernard Shaw, and finds God and God takes His child
this place are his. He is delighted whether events are taking place in the leaders of the traditional East- to Himself.
with ·the coin!!idence of family re- the early thirties,. or at the turn ern religions. Mahatma Ghandi
Much of the writing in this book
semblances, with tribal customs; of the century, which possibly can was unequivocally opposed to birth has a familiar ring to it because
he cherishes an ideal in his dash- be traced to the fact that Mr. Dem- control, for example • • . It was Father Merton seems to be filled
ing Uncle Bob', a first lovil and a arest tells us that he relied on ·his surely wrong of the United Na- with a holy zeal to respond to what
secret one in his cousin BE!lte. The mother's as well as his own mem- tions to lend its official prestige to appears to be a special vocation
·
of helping to draw people to the
magic -city opens wider to him as ory for some of bis anecdotes. This. this man.
The spread of the "good tidings" love and service of God by making
he finds a friend in the tailor, Mr. however, is a minor flaw, redeemed
Ligurno, who allows him to take by the gaiety of Mr. Demarest's of our Bles.sed Lord by the mis- known the fact ·of the existence of
part in his feast for the poor. Fath- stories; the major impression of the sionaries in Asia is bearing relative- the contemplative life, and that
er Sebastian, the seaman-priest, in- book is one of zestful entertain- ly little fruit because of one normally developed through prayer and asceticism; " • . . we must
troduces him to the wretchedness ment and of delightful people, well primlll'y thing: birth control.
Catholics have failed to imple,_
(Continued on page 6)
of the Negro qu_arter at his water- chronicled.
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Lectures are held every Fri_day at St. Joseph's House of
Hospitality, The Catholfo Worker, 223 Chrystie. St., at 8:15 P.M.
Readers in the New York area
are invited to attend these
meetings and participate in the
question period that follows
each talk. ·
The speakers for the month
of February will be:
February 5: Sam ·Weiner of
the Industrial Workers of the
World.
February 12: The Peace Pilgrim.
February 19: Dave Dellinger
of the Libertarian Press.
·February 26: Theodore Brenson, abstr act artist.

P . S. May I urge those of your
readers who are interested in
working for the abolition of capital punishment to get in touch with
the AMERICAN LEAGUE TO
ABOLISH CAPITAL PUNISHMENT, 14 Pearl St., Brookline 46,
Mass.
(Ed. note. Mr. Reed, a Catholic .
college student and conscientious
objector, is organizing a Council
on War and Morality in the Los
Angeles area. We urge any of our
-readers in the vicinity who are concerned with the moral problems
posed by modern war to get i n
touch with him at his address. )

BOOKS ON THE RESTORATION OF LIBERTY
BY THE DISTRIBUTION OF PROPERTY
Decentralize for Liberty, by Thomas Hewes ... . . ........ . . . $3.25
Lost Property in an Industrial Age, by Paul Derrick . . . . . . . . 2.00
Look to the Land, by Northbourne . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.25
Where Man Belongs, by_H. J. Massingham ................. 1.50
The Countryman at Work, written and illustrated by Thomas
Hennen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l .5·o
The Restoration of Property, by Hilaire Belloc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .75
Catholic Documents; pronouncements of Pope Pius XII in 13
issues, price per -copy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .50
Social Justice and the Stations of \the Cross, by Eric Gill . . . . . . .30
The Sun of Justice, by Harold Robbins
1.50
The Catholic Church and Capitalism, by c~~~i d~ii~ T~;;e· ":" ·. .35
Why a Catholic Land Movement, by II. Robbins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15
Our Daily Bread, by Julian Pleasants . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . • ..10
Work and Culture, by Erie Gill .. . ......•..•.••.•••.••• , . . . 1.00
Cottage' Economy, by William Cobbett . . . . . . . . . • • • •.• • • • • . . . 3.00
The Hand Press, by Hilary Pepler . . ..... .. . . . . ..•.• , • , , . . . 2.25
Wood Engraving, by R. J. Beedham and Eric Gill .. • • • • • , • , . . 1.25
Th·e Cross of Gold, by Hilary Pepler .... . ... . . . .. . , .• , • • • . . .35
Money Is Sterile, by Rev. G. Jansen, O.P•. . . .... ..•••••• , . . .75
Reclamation of Independence, by Willis D. Nutting , .• , • • • . . . 3.00
It All Goes Together, by Eric Gill ....... . ... . ... .•.•••• , ... 3.50
The Common .Man, by G. K. Chesterton .......... , . , • , . . . . . 3.00
The Servile State, by Hilaire Belloe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.50

DAVID HENNESSY DISTRIBUTIST BOOKSHOP
201 Winant Avenue, Staten Island 9, N. Y."

submit to such an inquisition and
that this kind of inquisition violates
the spirit of the Cortstitution. If
enough people are ready to take
this grave step they will be successful. If not, then the intellectuals of this country deserve nothing bet ter than tlle slavery which
is intended for them.
Sincerely ;yours,
A. EINSTEIN.
NOTE: Mr. Frauenglass is a Brook-

•

lyn school teacher.

Grosz Retrospective
· A retrospective show of luridly
colored paintings and biting line
drawings by George Grosz is now
on exhibition at the Whitney Museum in New York. Included among
them are some of the most violently anti-war paintings of our time.
In all of Grosz's work, .the basic
image which predominates is that
of the battlefield, of a torn and
wounded earth covered with slime
and men. Some of his line drawings are topical - the coffins of
Karl Liebnicht and Rosa Luxembourg, German anti-war sociaiists
murdered by the Friecorps after
World War I , or of the hanging and
beating of Wobblies in the United
States.
Ultimately Grosz's message lacks
the humanity of great art because
it is essentially negative and nihilistic. Yet as an expression of
the profound despair of modern
man ip face of war in aesthetically
vivid form, the Whitney retrospective is an experience which CW
readers in an·d around New York
should not miss.

W
ANTED
Dear, Dorothy Day,
I looked for my appeal in your
October Catholic Worker but did
not find it a·nd was disappointed.
My appeal was:· I make rosaries
for Missions. I asked for any type
of beads, cast off necklaces, broken' strings of beads, or broken
rosaries, to remake into new ones
to send where needed. I have '
made over 400. Would you please
put it in the next iss1,1e?
'!'hank you.
Mrs. Clara Clark
Mercy Home
North Bend, Oregon
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chooses to republish the!Jl, to reluctantly admit his choice of the
West, yet also to say on the supject of religion when others
thought it was odd because with
his general ethical ideas he was not
religious, "I'm beginning to think
maybe it's odd myself."
There are few Radicals these
days. One more on the side of the
West won' t be noticed, but one
more Radical on the side of St.
Francis, Thoreau, Tolstoy, Debs
and Gandhi is needed. So come
where you are most counted,
Dwight! It is a happy company facing the dav:n , who a.waits you!

CContinued · fr.om page 4 )
Dealers, British Laborites,
We know that we should not
European Socialists, and Trotsky- make munitions or buy war bonds.
ites and lesser splinter groups. Perhaps we may have to change
Radicals are anarchists, conscien- jobs and be the only person in an
tious objectors, !lDd renegade office or factory who refuses to
Marxists like Macdonald.
buy ·a war bond or stamp. We may
"The P r ogressive makes History not- actuall y be called to fight but
t he center of his ideology. The m ost of us register our names for
Radical sees evil as well as. good the draft. We kid ourselves by saying it is just a form , a gesture.
at the base of human nature.
The- Progressive thinks in Col- Why do it then? If it is important
lective terms; the Radical stresses enough for the government to have
th £ individual conscience and sen- your name for· war it is important
sibility. The Radical viewpoint is er. ough for you as a paci'fist and an
certainly. compatib~e with Religion, anarchist to refuse to give them
as Progressivism is not."
your name. Some of us have been
"The liberals put their faith in . CO's and many of us have supportsocial and economic reforms; these ed those in prison, yet we continue
( Continued from page 4 )
are being made, but often go band to p ay income taxes for bombs and t nter into the myster ies of Christ
in hand with moral barbarism."
war. Why not realize that anything r.ot only sacramentally but also asThese two quotations are from less than our id!!al is our defeat? cetically because the sacramental
Macdonald when he was a clear
In a further definition of a true order is meant to be fulfilled by
t hinker. His place is with the Rad- Radical, Macdonald emphasizes in- our application of the graces of the
kal and if he now detours in the dividual action rather than mass Sacraments to our own lives • . .
Progressive fo& he does so know- action, the positive reality of the This means that we share m
ingly. It is not accidenta1 that pacifist anarchist position above Christ's Passion and Resurrection
Teddy Roosevelt, Wilson and FDR that of being busy about many use- not merely in a hidden ar. d mystian ·had their Square, Fair and New less things which is today caned cal sense, but also by active imitaDeals, but also were the worst activity with a capital la The only tion of His virtues. To enter into
warmongers of their times. It was deficiency in ]Jis description of a the Mysteries means to di e, as He
tltt:se good men who found a good tl'ue Radical is, I suppose, that died , to the- desires of the flesh and
reason for doin_g a bad thing that weakness which resulted in his be- to rise to a new life in the spirit.
a bad person would not have the coming a .T ired Radical. r His name This cannot be done without sufIntelligence to figure out.
for it is moderation. A person. even fering and. self-sacrifice. .
In his call for a New Radicalism a Radical, can be tolerant but that
" Jesus Himself made it clear that
ln 1946 he takes the pacifist anar- does not mean to be -wishy washy the asceticism he demanded of His
chist position.. but one of tihe and sentimental and not know an disciples was _an essential condipoints which he emphasizes is the issue when you see it. With Mac- tion of that union with Him in the
very mistake that most radicals donald this disease has taken the Mysteries in which he overcame
make: that of being conditioned to fonn of choosing the lesser of two death."
talk and talk but not to sacrifice evils.
In The St!Pri of Jonas, Father
comforts, jobs and socia1 prestige.
Many others beside him have Merton expressed dissatisfaction
Readers wrote to him and he ad- said that Gandhi's methods worked with Seeds of Contemplation bemitted that such a happy satnt and against the British who had a con- cause it attempted to be wise withrt be! as Gandhi was permissible. science and a record of democratic out the wisdom of the Cross. This
What Macdonald disliked was what procedures but now that we have has been well corrected in this
he termed "the self-alienated had organized atrocities such as woi·k; he insists over and over
drudges of virtue or work."
Buchenwald and the Communist again that only by entering into
The drudge is the man who is a purges only force to the utmost can the suffering of Jesus can we rise
cog in the capitalist machine. By be used against them. Macdonald with Him to Glory; it is only
seceding from the s~stem and do- i5 only coming in late to the per- through the loving flame of sorrow
· g creative work you will have a for mance o! Super-hate. Exactly· and affliction can we come to God
,
ralle frrcome, t•l:' Ire.e il the same thing has been said about and to our true- personality. And
)'OU work it .right-and y<>u will inhuman barbarians by each side for those of us who cringe at the
not need so much. As to virtue, in a war, only to see these same invitation to suffer,. it is pointed
"the greatest virtue is courage, for barbarians allies on opposite sides out that it is love that will aive us
...
Wl.thout i"t you ·cannot pra-ctice the i· n th~ next holy war The Bn·t1·sh
OtJ1er Vl·1·tues," as Johnson told today~ use nrho'esaie · terror1"sm in the longing and the strength for
" "
this chalice; without the charity of
Boswell. As a free worker you can Kenya . We used it with our water- Christ such projects would be int.lien develop many virtues that cur·e i' n the Spanis
· h Amer1·can War
• sane and impossible and fruitless.
you neve1· knew you had, and it and all along in our violating treawill be done organically and not ties and flags of truce with the
There is a lively section on
of the hot-house variety that wilts American Indians. Churchill used "Poetry, Symbolism & Typology,"
in time of storm.
it against the Irish with his Black ~n which the author of Figures for
Although in his essay Macdonald and Tans. He it was who called an Apocalypse points out that our
appreciates the decentralist posi- Gandhi a "naked fakir." He it was age, " · • • in which cosmic symtion of Eric Gill, Borsodl and Kro- who gloried in the massacre at bolism has been almost forgotten
potkin, the idea of wanting to have Amitsar, and the shooting. of In- an d submerged under a tidal wave
your cake and eat it at the same dians from the mouths of cannon of trade-marks, political party buttime prevents him from under- in the Sepoy rebellion was his pat- tons, advertising and propaganda
standing the corrupting influence tern.
slogans and all the rest - is necesof prosperity and the bourgeois
sarily an age of mass psychosis. A
On the other hand, Rufus Jones, world in which the poet can fm
· d
life upon ideals. I have lived among th Q k
t "th
·
w1 a committee practically no mater·i' al 1·n the comthe Molokons in Arizona and have t eB ua
li er,
· wen
h
visited in British Coil umbia and o er n m t e late thirties to get mon substance of everyday life,
approval from Hitler to feed the and in which he is dri' v~n crazy in
studied the history of the Doukho·
h
d J · h h "ldr
in
~
en
Ger- his search for the v1·ta1 symbols
bors there. They withstood perse- orp aneTh ew1s c I
many.
e Gestapo interviewed that have been buri' ed alive under
d
t
-cution in Russia for centuries but ti
within two generations they have iem an gran ed their reques_t. 11 mountain of cultural garbage
lost their idealism through adopt- Ge.rman~ and Russians are human can only end up, like ours, in self:
ing The American Way of Life.
bemgs, J~st as we are.
I destruction. And that is why some
It is much better if a person
TJiere is no dou.bt that amongst of the best poets of om· time are
could be a happy rebel like Debs those who use violence and terror running wild among the tombs in
OL' Joe Hill, or fight-ers like Mother the ones who are most efficient in the moon-lit cemeteries of surrealBioor who sacrificed their time and this- respect will be called inhuman ism. Faithful to the instinct of
energy in the midst of every strug- br those who are less efficient. We the true poet they are unable to
gJe of the workers. The unions that '"ho threw the first bomb and are seek their symbols anywhere save
they built are now presided over s ill making them have no excuse in the depths of the spirit where
by pie-cards with enormous sala- to call others inhuman.
these symbols are found. These
rie~ who are not in the least radiMacdonald admits that a Third depths have become a ruin and a
cal, and who support war and World War of atomic nature would slum. But poetry must, and does,
be the end of all of us. He really make good use of whatever it finds
cap italism.
We radicals speak of the influ- kr:ows that to trust our politicians there: starvation, madness, frustraence of the e-conomic factor. And and diplomats instead of the ideals ti on and death."
it is all too true right with us, for which he formerly emphasized so
And Thomas / Merton has one
i t prevents us from being tr ue eloquent~y is weakness. To be sure more virtue, despite ..all those
r ebels.
~e does ?1t reluctantly. But why do strang.e noises about citizenship in
Ther e have been millionaire So- il at all . He knows that the meth- The Sign of Jonas, he loves liberty.
cialists and Communists and Shaw ods of Gandhi achieved success. H "The law of Christ is the law of
d ied worth a million. But there is we do not have the courage and liberty because it is the law of
one thing that cannot be purchased ..spirituality to follow these methods love-which is to say that it is
and that is strength of character. >Vhen we k~ow. they are true why above all law, since love, being
Like bodily muscles that grow only not keep quiet m our shame?
free, knows no compulsion .•• The
by being used, so this spiritual
II a person believes in an idea Law of love i~ a . law in the sense
quality must be exercised. There and his daily activity does not that it is a standard, but it is not
have been idealists who have in a ccange .because of this belief then a law in the sense of a limitation.
crisis shown this strength of char- he does not actually believe in the It is an ideal, but it is not a re.acter, and who have realized that idea : he is just talking about it. striction: for love has no limits."
if we fix our sights high enough, Where _ the Radical begins to se- And he quotes St Paul: "If you are
every day is a day of decision.
cede from the State is the concern led by the Spirit you are not under
So today one who would be of each individual Radical. Mac- the Law •. • For you have been
called pacifist and anarchist should donald has given a clear presenta- called unto liberty." And the monk
cease to be a sla:ve- to The Amer i- tion in these two essays. His essen- of Gethsemani goes on to say that
C«n Way of Life.
t ial honesty is shown in that he liberating love is the fulfillment of
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Sherwood Anderson
(Continued from page .l)
spirit of this tradition permeates
Thus, he criticizes Debs for seethis volume of his letters.
ing only the economic side of ·the
In these letters, there is an social problem: "The fact that
inexhaustible will to tell the truth, working ,men have been robbed is
to see, to expJain. Whether Ander- something. But it isn't the money·
son is writing to a young college robbery that counts most, I think.
editor whom he met on a lecture Where we are all most robbed is
tour, o·r, ii} the first flush of his in the dreadful decay of taste, the
enthusiasm with the world of let- separatior1" of men from the sen<;e
ter-s, to Waldo Frank, the same of tools and materials."
quality predominates. In letters
Another letter: "I have alrea<ly
which begin in a· most casual way, found out that what I am after is
he may end by trying to synthesize going to take a long time. I wantall of his experienc that derived ed to get the beauty, the poetry of
from World War I .
the machine, but at the same time
Precisely because of this charac- its significance to labor. I have
teristic, Anderson's letters are ex- the feeling that the whole tendency
tremely valuable in understanding of modern industry has been
the artist. They complement his rather to dehumanize people. - I
personality as a writer rather than felt that if I could go int o the
being subordinate to it. There is factories and stay long enough, I
none of the ·studied consciousness might begin to write, feeling a.s
which one finds in the correspond- one of these people, my whole
ence of a Gide (whose every word purpose being to giv e finally an
is written for eventual publica- expression , not about these people,
tion). The same elan which carries buc out of them."
through books like Winesbur'g and
Dark Laughter is. presented here,
Or again: "It was at about th:s
and it increases our knowledge of time that I got the notion that tlie
the man.
real story of America should be
Yet there is a sense in · which told from the inside of a factory .,.
this very enthusiasm, this insatiaIt is here, I think, that Anderson
bility, contributed. to Anderson's joins a much greater tradition than
failure as an artist. The rush of the American one which I .deexperience is not in itself sufficient scribed at the beginning of this
to the writer; nor ts. even the · review. Trilling rightly identifies
honest rendering of~ his reaction it with the early - Franciscans and
to that experience. He must shape Blake and the rest. Yet, I think
it, mold it, give it depth and per- Trilling, in emphasizing the deception. And if there was any structive quality of Anderson's enexact location of Anderson's failure thusiasm, over-emphasizes it : fo.r
it was here. When he succeeded, the it is the price of his vision.
result was Winesburg, a novel that
In the later Prophetic Books, for
will be read and reread in the years instan~. Blake breaks down as a
to come. When he failed, his intel- consistent poet. The intensity cf
lectual attitude was simply not up his vision is too much for his. into assimilating the experience. Such tellectual powers. The same is
a fault was the destruction of a true of a writer like D. H. Lawman like Thomas Wolfe. Anderson rence, who will trail off into the
did not have it to that degree, but bathos of The Plumed Serpent. Yet
inasm11ch as he did, he failed. perhaps we must excuse, or at
Yet the failure was significant and least overlook, the analytic failure.
important because it was that of Perhaps we must regard it as the
an honest man of great integrity, very defect whiCh ~a <Nl-ap......-~~-and one who did often succeed.
on the value of the vision.
In an essay on Anderson, Lionel
I am inclined to think so with
Trilling identified his tradition as regard to Anderson. To cite a
" a very old tradition, for the Es- case. The Lionel Trilling who
senes, the early Franciscans, as makes these comments on Anderwell as the early Hasidim, ma)"' be son, a man of complex sensibility
said to belong to it. In mod rn and feeling, of great intellectual
times, it- has been continued by powers, is the same one who exBlake and Whitman and D. H. tols a managerial society for the
Lawrence." The remark is percep- intellectual in a recent Partisan
tive, and it is often confirmed in Review Symposium. Trilling is
this collection of Anderson's let- certainly entitled to his opinion,
and one must hold him in high reters.
For if Anderson failed complex- gard as a critic and as a writer.
ity by virtue of his naivete, he Yet, what is to me his error, and
achieved a certain vision by vir- one that the intellectual is prone
tue of his purity. His reaction to to make, an attitude which is overthe modern civilization which was ly neat, could never occur Jn a
growing up around him wirs sirn- man like Anderson.
ple, direct-and well worth rememIndeed, Anderson wouJd conbering.
stantly fail at involved analy~is.
He would be unable to shape and
·
the Law because it is the perfect
mold his material in a completely
fGlfillment of the Will of God.
satisfying form. But by his very
The publication of this book innocence, he attains to a knowlcould be the occasion for another edge. It is direct and fundame'l·
attack from Rhode Island, for tal.
This quality is pervasive
Father Merton has little of the throughou t his letters which are
killing spirit of clericalism, which well worth reading. Taken by ithas so eviscerated the ®iritual life self, it is a distoution. B1;1t takP.n
of the laity. He is hopeful that all in the context of our crisis, modiwill lead a life of spiritual vitality, fied and qualified by the torreut
rendering a service of praise to of analytics with which we are
our common Father, through now familiar, it is a gift that is
Christ in union with the Holy rare and unique.
Spirit. He feels an urgency for the
fulfillment of the mission of Christ,
this to be accomplished through
love expressed in prayer and sacrifice _ by all.
Ammon Hennacy, roving ediThis book appears to have been
tor of " The Catholic Worker,"
designed to reach a great many
will begin his trip to the West
people - with six bucks. It should
Coast, first in Southern Ohio,
not receive the criticism of some
Dayton , Wilmington, Yellow
of Merton's past efforts of being
Springs Columbus, Mansfield,
poorly written and difficult to unAkron• Cleveland· Detroit> Ann
-derstand. There is more of St.
Arbor, Lyons CW Farm, South
Augustine and St. Paul and less of Bend,
Chicago,
Milwaukee,
St. John of the Cross in this than
Madison, Mineral Point, Minnesome of the other things. It's an
apolis, St. Cloud and Hutchinattractive looking book, full of
son, resting up at Father
striking photographs of a French
Casey's. His further itinerary
crucifix called· Le Devot Christ;
will appear in the next issue cf
there is a lavish use of white space
the paper. We ask those interwhich, along with red and _ black
ested in hearing him to write
printing and the vermillion cover for dates further west, to Amgive it a completely un-austere, unmon Hennacy, c/ o The Catholic
n;onastic appearance. There were
Worker· 223 Chrystie St., New
only a couple of typographical
York 2, N : Y.
errors. Gloria Tibi Domine!
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The Pope &Peace
(Continued from page 1 l
lor.ger a classless society when they a~ the beginning of an order in
admit to a middle class. There is which men could be conscious of
a good society, however, where their dignity, and responsibility;
classes are functional rather than we need to consider the principle
(If subsidiarity when we talk of auacquisitive, as Tawney said.
How obey the laws of a state thority and freedom.
Everything needs to be broken
when they run counter to man's
conscience? "Thou shalt not kill," down into smaller units to be
Divi ne law states. "A new pre~ept workable and according to man's
I give unto you that you love your nature, whether it is States, cities,
b1 )ther as I have loved you." St. facto ries. A union, a cooperative,
Peter disobeyed the law of men is no better than the men in it,
and stated that he had to obey God than the locals or cells which make
rather than man. Wars today in- it up.
Man must be responsible, in
volve total destruction, obliteration
bombing, killing of the innocent, other words, to exercise his freethe stockpilint, of atom and hy- dom which is God's greatest gift to
drogen bombs. When one is draft- him. The greatest message which
ed for such war, when one registers Peter Maurin bad for us was this
for the draft for such a war, when reminder of man's freedom. That
one pays income tax, eighty per is why he never used the word
cent of which goes to support such pacifist or anarchist. Privately he
war, or works where armaments admitted to both positions and letare made, one is participating in ters from his brother in France,
this war. We are all involved in tell us that he always considered
war these days. War means hatred himself a pacifist.
Tom ,Sullivan and Jack English
and fear. Love casts out fear.
went
to see Peter once in the hosThe social order which d~pends
on profits, which does not consider pital during the last years of his
the nature of man's needs, as to life when he was not able to think,
living space, food and work, is a as he used to put it, and could not
bad social order, and we must work elaborate on what he said.
They asked him then, "Was he a
to make that kind of an order In
which "it is easier for man to be pacifist?" He said "No."
A year or so later, I asked him
good."
what he would do about conscripThe modern States which built tion, and he answered then, "I
up a Hitler, which did not depop- would resist."
ulate concentration camps and gas .How to square these two answers,
chambers by p.roviding living space, which \Vil both are sure that we
giving asylum or by imposing eco- heard co1Tectly. I have thought
nomic sanctions, are monstrosities. about it a good deal these last few
When they are driven to force years, and now again since reading
finally, they fail to accomplish that Brendan O'Grady's thesis on Peter
peace which they set out for. It is Maurin, where the text o~ Peter s
a greater blood bath than ever, brother's letters .occur.
\':ith threat of more to come.
Going over Peter's essays again I
We need to look back to the city have thought that greater even than
states of Italy (all of their good Peter's message .of poverty, manual
a'spects, as Kropotkin did) and to labor and the works of mercy, was
the guilds; to our own early Ameri- his messagt: of man's freedom and
can principles, "he governs best personal responsibility It was a
who governs least;" we need to timeless problem he wu dealing
~cna teacner as Don Luigi with. It was a problem which a
Sturzo who held political office and better social order would make
founded a party which worked to- easier to ' solve, and it is a problem
wards credit unions, cooperatives, which will always remain with us
labor unions, land for the people, "until the day dawn and the shad-

Homily of St. John Chrysostom
(From Feast of St. Peter Claver)
VII-VIII LeHon1
English Edition-Benziger

Imitate that Samaritan in the Gospel who manifested such
great concern for the welfare of the wounded man. A Levite
passed by that way, also a Pharisee but neither paused to help
the fallen man. It was cruel for them to leave the man lie
there and go away without showing any mercy. The Samaritan, however, who was not bound to him by any tie was not
the kind to pass him by. Moved with compassion he went up
to the wounded man and poured on oil and wine. Then setting him on an ass, he brought him to an inn, where he gave
money for his care and promised to cover any additional expenses incurred there. Now all this was done for a stranger.
If the Samaritan was so kind and merciful towards a man
unknown to him, what pardon can we hope for should we
neglect to come to the aid of our own brethren in evils that
are far more serious? Therefore let us not ignore them or
pass them by without showing mercy. Should others act in
this way, take care that you do not act in like manner.
For neither did the Samaritan say: "Where now. are the
priests or the Pharisees or the Jewish doctors?" On the contrary, he seized upon the gainful occasion as when a hunter
meets with some very great game. You, too, therefore, when
you see another standing in need of a cure in body or soul,
should not ask yourself: "Why did not this or that one take
care of him?" Rather go and deliver him fro·m his sickness
without demanding from others the reasons for their negligence. $uppose, for example, you should happen upon some
gold lying on the ground. Would you then say to yourself:
"Why did not this or that one pick it up?" Would you not
rather be quick to snatch it up before ~ one else? Now
apply this in the same way to fallen brethren and imagine you
have found a treasure in the care you bestow on them. Thus
if by your admonitions you instill into any one the oil of doctrine, if as it were binding up his wounds, you win him by
your kindness or heal him with your patience, that one will
truly enrich you- far more than any treasure. For whosoever
will separate the precious from the vile, shall be as my mouth,
saith the Lord. What can be compared to this good work?
Neither fasting nor sleeping on the ground nor vigils nor anything else can be equivalent to the work of procuring the
salvation of one's brother.
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ows ftee and the Desire of the
everlasting hills shall come."
Peter did not want to be fragmented, if we can use that word,
J:>y being called a pacifist or an anarchist, both of which wo1·ds wou ld
serve to set him apart frqm men,
by their very extreme position
First of all we are Catholics,
children of our holy Father Pope
Pius XII. And first of all we are
Catholics, before we are Americans,
Russians, Germans, Italians, Fr ench
or Chinese. We are members of
the body of. Christ, or potential
tr.embers. We are sons of God.
A great and terrible thought, setting us free, and also making us
realize our responsibility.
Ammon Hennacy is an indi;vidual
anarchist and a well ordered and
peaceful man, subjecting himself
in all things to others around him,
whether it is his army Captain boss,
or his daughter's needs, or the
duties of his Church which he has
voluntarily chosen in a true metanoia.
In thinking ef Peter and
Ammon I am thinking of men
meek and humble of heart, desiring no power over others, no position of authority, yet forced to
speak out by the exigencies of the
times, with authority. They are
lovers of poverty, content with little, stripping themselves.
I remember Peter when we picketed the German consulate back in
1935 down at the Battery, picking
up the leaflets we were handing
out and which had been strewn
around by bystanders who had not
yet been taught by the radio and
press that Hitler was an eaemy to

, Heaven on Earth
By AMMON HENNACY
In the Berri region in Bolivia the
Maryknollers have bought 100,000
acres and are attempting to establish a balanced economy whereby
the natives whose family income
averages $200 a year can be free
of an economy where a pound of
flour now costs them 90c compared to our llc.
These natives now get $2 for
Brazil nuts sold in America for
$120. They collect rubber from
scattered trees for about 156 days
a year. The plan is to establish
rubber, coffee, tobacco, vanilla,
jute, vegetable and livestock units,
and hospitals, churches and schools.
There will be mills whereby necessities can be made and some of
these products processed for use
and for sale. Priests who know this
region, such as Fr. Felbc McGowan
and Fr. James J . Logue, have
charge of the project.
There is the history of the Jesuit
"reductions" that were successful
in I!.olivia and Paraguay centuries
ago. There is also the history of
corrupt and despotic governments
which have confiscated such model
communities. For if the government of Bolivia is founded on the
exploitation of the tin miners by
politicians in league with P atino
interests, they are surely not going
to allow such a utopia to exist to
draw away the tin slaves.
There is no doubt that the material condition of the natives can
be improved. Perhaps in this fa1·away jungle, the MaTyknollers can
prevent c-0ca-cola, box-top, soap
opera, white bread, etc., from
creeping in. Whether the~ manage-

ment will live In fine houses and
the workers in fabricated units;
whether the free days which they
had in the forest will now be regimented until they are' submissive
morons remains to be seen.
It is certain that bureaucrats in
this country and in Russia have not
been able to attain security, efficiency and freedom, three requisites it would seem, according to
the American Way of Life of
which we boast.
If those in charge of the Beni
project are able to work organically and not impose American
standards and methods upon the
natives, and if they know something of the decentralization ideas
of G. K. Chesterton, Hilaire Belloc,
Eric Gill, Ralph Borsodi and Willis Nutting, they will make less
mistakes.
There is another consideration
also: the effect produced by tainted
money. Corporations, foundations
and individuals who have made
fortunes out of war and from the
production of harmful and adu1terated products may or may not
seek to control the policies of the
Beni project. If the workers have
little or no sense of ownership or
part in the management they may
only do as much work in such a
manner as they wish and there will
be the old conflict between labor
and capital. In such a comparaUv~ly easy life, will they gain the
spiritual inspiration to help their
poor brothers in other jungles and
towns, or will this be the beginning of a new bourgeoisie?

Community of Goods

man. They tbought we were communists.
Peter was obeying aut hority in
the shape of a policeman who told
us we were littering the street.
Peter thought of authority and law
in relation to the Thomistic doctrine of the common good which
he was always talking a.b out. He
had a book on the subject which
he was always trying to get us to
read. Have we read half the books
on his list?
I think of Ammon removing
boulders and fallen trees from the
roads as he walks along, not because he uses a car but to give
evidence to his convict ion pf man'.:;
responsibility which goes with his
freedom .
These are men so responsible,
so conscious of t he commongood
that perhaps their use of the word
Anarchist may provoke a study of
Statism and authority as well as
of Man's freedom and responsibility.
In the Soviet's Christmas message they spe ~ of the plain people.
On the other t.and, the Pope, surveying the mater ialism of the fai thful, is sor rowful and warns us"Above all, man needs a religious
fo r mation • . . a Christian concept
of work ·... Sunday and its unique
dignity as the day devoted to the
worship of God .. . a mutual agreement to oppose the cause of division reigning among nations in the
discrepancy of the standard of living and of productivity." He urges
too "a continental union of peoples,
different indeed, but geographically and historically bound together."
Away with doubts, suspicions,
fears.
"If anyone asks in advance for
an absolute guarantee of success,
the answer is that there is a risk,
but a necessary one; a risk, but in
keeping with present possibilities,
a reasonable risk. The supreme
incitement to action is the ·gravity
,
·
of the moment."
So in 1954 we continue to work
towards the brotherhood of man
and the Fatherland of God. '

. "Grace was upon them all , because none lacked anything, because
they all gave with such zeal that none remained poor. They did not
surrender merely a part and retain another part for themselves as
they saw fit; they gave everything, regarding nothing as their private
pr-0perty. They thrust; inequality from their midst, and lived in complete harmony. They also carried -this through with great dignity;
for they did not venture to press a small gift into the hand of the
needy, por did they give with a condescending manner, but they •
laid their possessions at the feet of the apostles; these they. made. administrators of their .possessions, so that all need might be foet from
the common fund and not as from private property. If such a thing
were also to take place today we would live in greater happiness, \\'e
would be at the same time rich .and poor, and the poor would in no
way gain more happiness than the rich . . .. We will here and now
unfold II plan; all are to sell all their possessions and bring the proceeds into the community. I say expressly: no one must start aback
from shock, neither rich nor poor! How much gold will be gathered?
Exact figures can naturally not be given, but I estimate that if all
men and women were to surrender all their possessions, their estates,
property and houses-I nat'urally do not include slaves at all, because
they must be simply freed, as they were then (i.e., in Jerusalemlthen perhaps a million pounds of _gold · would be gathered together,
yes, probably twice and three times as much. For how many inhabitants has our city? How many Christians? Certainly a hundred
thousand, the rest being Greeks and Jews. How many tens of thousands of pounds of gold have been gathered in our city? And how
many poor people have we? l believe not more -than fifty thousand.
How much would it cost to feed them every day? If. the provisions
and care were organized co_mmunally, the costs could not be of great
moment. What will we be able to achieve then with the treasure we
produce? Do you believe it can ever be exhausted? And will not
the gr.ace of God be poured richly upon us, will we not make the
earth mto a heaven? If this was proved so magnificently with three
thousand or five thousand, and not one of them had to complain of
poverty, how much more would prove to be true with such a multitude! Will it not be so that many newcomers will have something
to add?
·
I will polnt out something further. Division of goods causes greater
expense, and through this poverty. Let us take a house with husband,
wife and ten children; she weaves, he earns his living outside the
home. Do they need more if they Jive together in one house or separately? Clearly if they live separately! If the ten children separate
then they need ten houses, ten tabl~, ten helpers, and everytl1lng
else multiplied in the same way. How does one act even today with
a great number of slaves? Does one not have them eat at one table
to save expense? Division leads always to decrease, cohesion and
working together to increase. Today they live in the monasteries u
th& faithful used to live.
Who would then die of hunger? Who would not have all the necessities of life? Now people think they would have to take a leap Into
the endless ocean. Would that we might at long last make a start
and go boldly to work! How much good do you imagine this would
bring to pass? If already then, when there were hardly three or fi ve
thousand believers, when all the rest af the world was hostile, when
help was to be expected from nowhere, the believers went into the
task with such enthusiasm, how much more successful would It be
today when through the grace of God there are believers through the
world! Who would then wish to remain pagan? I at least think ' ncr
body. We would draw all men to us, and be able to include them
in our union. If we stride forward in these ways, I hope by God that
the future will be so formed. Only follow me, and we will bring th i1
to fulfillment, and if God gives me life I hope we shall soon cr eate
such a community.
St. John Chrysostom (from the Eleventh' Address on the Acts of the
Apostles>.
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AN excerpt from DIVINI REDEMPTORIS-On Atheistic Communism
Nevertheless We cannot deny that there is still much to be done in
the way of spiritual renovation. Even in Catholic countries there are
still too many who are Catholics hardly more than in name. There
are too many who fulfill more or less faithfully the more essential
obligations of the religion they boast of professing, but have no more
desire of knowing it better, of deepening their inward conviction, and
still less of bringing into conformity with the external gloss the inner
splendor of a right and unsullied conscience, that recognizes and performs all its duties under the eye of God. We know how much our
Divine Saviour detested this empty Pharisaic show. He who wished
that all should adore the Father "in spirit and in truth ." The Catholic
" who does not live really and sincerely according to the Faith he professes will not long be master of hims elf in these days when the winds
of strife , and persecution blow so fiercely, but will be swept away defenseless in this new deluge which threatens the world. Aod thus,
while he is }5reparing bis own ruin, he is exposing to ridicule the very
name of Christian.
And here, We wish, Venerable Brethren, to insist more particularly
on two teachings of our Lord which have special'bearing on the present
condition of the human race: detachment from earthly goods and the
precept of charity. "Blessed are the poor in spirit" were the first
words that fell from the lips of the Divine Master in His Sermon on
the Mount. This lesson is more than ever necessary in these days
of materialism athirst for the goods and pleasures of this earth. All
Christians, rich or poor, must keep their eye fixed on heaven, remembering that "we have not here a lasting city, but we seek one that is
to come." The rich should not place their happiness in things of earth
nor spend their best efforts in the acquisition of them. Rather, considering themselves only as stewards of their earthly goods, let them
be mindful of the account they must render of them to their Lord and
Master, and value them as precious means that God has put into their
hands for doing good; let them not fail, besides, to distribute of their
abundance to the poor, according to the evangelical precept. Otherwise there shall be verified of them and their riches the harsh condemnation of St. James and the Apostle: "Go to now, ye rich men; weep
and howl in your miseries which shall CQ111e upon you. Your riches
are corrupted, and your garments are moth-eaten; your gold and silver
is cankered: and the rust of them shall be for a testimqny against you
and shall eat your flesh like fire. You have stored up to yourselves
wrath against the last days .••."
But the poor, too, in their turn, while engaged, according to the laws
of charity and justice in acquiring the necessities of 1ife and also in
bettering their condition, should always remain "poor ·i n spirit," and
hold spiritual goods in higher esteem than earthly property and
pleasures. Let them remember that the world will never be able to
rid itself of misery, sorrow, and tribulation, which are the portion
even of those who seem most prosperous. Patience, therefore, ls the
need of all, that Christian patience which comforts the heart with
the divine assurance of eternal happiness. "Be patient, therefore,
brethren,'' we repeat with St. James, "until- the coming of the Lord.
Behold the husbandman waiteth for the precious fruit of the earth,
patiently bearing until he receives the early and the later rain. Be
you therefore also patient and strengthen yaur hearts, for the coming
of h~ Lord is at hand." Only thus will be fulfilled the consoling
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ers, but nearly always some do so.
The Legion holds praesidium every
Wednesday night in the chapel,
after which members meet in the
newly-painted and redecorated
hall (where the "line" earlier
awaits supper) for class in Bible
study under Father Kenny. Father
Kenny, able and energetic priest,
instructor at St. Andrew Seminary,
has recently undertaken the task
of spiritual director of St. Joseph's
House at the suggestion of Father
Vogt, beloved friend and erstwhile
director of the Worker. Mass is
also celebrated alternate Saturday
mornings in the House and it is
planned to have Mass every Saturday as soon as possible.

• * *

Now as to plans to keep the
House oq a better financial basisDr. Keller has himself gone before various church groups making
appeals for support of the work,
with good response. It is felt that
this work, so dear to the Sacred
Heart-feeding the hungry . and
clothing the destitute-is no less
than a continuous affair, that t he
Christmas -appeal should not be the
only certain source of income, that
it is a parish and community responsibility as. well as one for personal effort and ,resources. Each
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promise of the Lord: "Blessed are the poor!'' These words· are no vain
consolation, a promise as empty as those of the Communists. They are
the words of life, 'pregnant with a sovereign reality. They are fully
verified here on earth, as well as in eternity. Indeed, how many of
the poor, in anticipation of the Kingdom of Heaven already proclaimed
their own: "for yours is the Kingdom of Heaven," find in these words
a happiness which so many of 'the wealthy, uneasy with their riches
an~ ever thirsting for more, lookin vain!
member will therefore attempt to
Pop& Pius XI
The above is complete paragraphs 43, 44 and 45. Paulist Press contact other sources and interest
as many as possible in aiding the
Edition. FIVE GREAT ENCYCLICALS.
work.
An example of the good impression this work has had in the community is the unsolicited aid which
has been contributed in recent
Since Art Ferrin left us a year president. Dr. Keller is professor months by the local Salvation
ago, Mike Thomas took over the of biological sciences at the St. Army in the form of several hunjob of overseeing the work of the John Fisher College for men {lo- dred loaves of bread, cases of
House <until very recently). With cal). And Leo Cromer was elected beans, and other canned goods.
the help of Leo Cromer who came vice-president. Leo has given yeoAll this sounds very rosy-but
to live at the House about the same man service to the House the last one of the flies is a crying need for
time, and Mike's devoted interest, year, contributing not only time some younger energetic man to
the work, in spite of many diffi- and· energy but also at times of his take up residence in the House and
culties (chief of which ls finances ), very modest means.
help Leo. Leo is an elderly man
has gone on. Meals have been
As you could see yourself, he has whose health is not always the
served daily to the "line," clothing kept the House meticulously clean best. He is willing and eager to
given out when needed. and avail- and orderly and has wrought many apply his industry and abilities to
able. The line has dwindled so changes f!Jr the better in tqe gen- any and all tasks. But he needs
that the average number served eral aspects.
physical assistance and the moraledally at supper is about 60 right
However, as much as any other lift of younger stable reliable help.
now. Breakfast considerably less. force, the forming of a Legion of The House has many possibilities,
As you know, local ordinances Mary group, members of which which we have not been able to
required us to incol'}'lorate that we are of the Catholic Worker Group use consistently. With the assistmay not pay property taxes. Thus a~d their friends, through Pat Mor- ance of a younger man, Leo would
the House is nominally run by an gan's inspired suggestion, seems to be willing and happy to provide
elective body impressively entitled have wrought rejuvenation. Mary's that the dormitory be used for
Board of Directors. Each member "army in battle-array" has, under transients, etc. The facilities of
of the Group, however, assumes the chaplaincy of Father Kenny, the House could be open days and
whatever r es ponsibilities he or she taken over the spiritual works of evenings for the lonely and the
is able-and some of the unmar- mercy of the House and enkipdled wayfarer, etc., etc. All this hinges
ried are always on hand to give a new spirit which is certainly be- on getting a reliable younger man
assistance in serving the "line" and ginning to be felt.
to help out and remain nights.
cleaning up afterwards.
Could you therefore find it pos.. * •.
Rosary is recited every night by
Early in October this year, a new some members of the Group after sible to pµt such an appeal on the
"board" was chosen and Dr. John the line has been served. No one bulletin boards at Chrystie Street,
Keller, an old friend, was elected is required to remain for the pray- Peter Maurin Farm, and Maryfarm?
And if any of your readers
would like.to try their hand in this
BOOKS FOR SALE AT THE CATHOLIC WORKER
work, we would gladly correspond.
223 . Chrystie Street, New York 2, N. Y.
Address as below:
St. Joseph's House of Hospitality
The Long Loneliness by Dorothy Day
402 South Avenue
Published by Harper & Bros. $3.50
Ro.chester, N. Y.
(Dr. John Keller or Leo Cromer).
On Pilgrimage by Dorothy Day
Yours in Christ,
Published by the Catholic Worker $1.00
Mildred I{. O'Toole ·
68 Hazelwood Terrace ·
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AMartyr for Peace*
We finish this chapter by telling of a German priest who was a conscientious objector during the recent conflict. He was beheaded · in
Brandenburg, August 21 , 1942. He is not yet canonized. Perhaps he
will be someday? At any rate a real devotion is already attached to
his memory.
He was Fr. Franz Reinisch, born Feb. 1, 1903, in Feldkireb, in Austria.
During the war, when, like the Cure of Ars, he received his draft notic~,
he did not go on the day ordered, but purposely arrived a day late.
When they mentioned it to him, he declared in a firm, steady voice that
he did not want to serve a government such as that of Hitler. Naturally,
he was immediately arrested and tried before a military tribunal made
up of gep.erals. Invited just the same to take the oath of allegiance to
the Leader, he refused, saying that he did not wish to resort to feigning
or to mental reservations. He added: "I do not recognize this government as legitimate. It has no right to give me orders."
His superiors attempted to get him to go back on his 1tlecision, even
in the name of holy obedience. They offered him arguments to show
that it was permissible for him to go through the external motions of
allegiance. They tOld him he would be in the medical corps; and so
would not have to shed blood. They spoke to him of the German youth
among whom he had done such fine w.ork, and who were still so much
in neeti of him. To no avail. Like Joan of Arc, the young priest remained faithful to his interior voice, to his conscience. He said simply:
"I believe it is the desire and the will of God that I accept death voluntarily as a gift and as a duty."
The day he was tried, which was also t he day he was senten ced to
death, he said, "From morning till night, this has been a day of great
joy." During his last n{ght on earth, he again spoke several times of
his joy, his very great joy. "Joy, joy, tears of joy," as Pascal wrote
once before during another night.
·
This young priest and religious, refusing, in the name of his own
conscience, and in the name of an inspiration that he could only attribute to God, to accept the reasons of his superiors; this is the true
conscientious· objector, in all his purity and in all his beauty. Who
dares to say that he erred?

CASE OF THE AIR FORCE CAPTAIN
Question: I am an Air Force officer, in charge of a heavy bomber.
I read in the papers recently that Captain Robert Lewis, who released
the first atom bomb over Hiroshima, has quit the army and entered a
Catholic monastery. He lost his peace of mind the day lte learned
that his action cost the lives of more than 100,000 men, women and
children, and razed three fourth of a splendid city. I too am destined
in my assignment to drop bombs, whether or not atomic, on open
enemy towns. That is a type of warfare practiced by all nations today.
Have. I the right to prepare myself for such ~n eventuality? Should I
leave the .army, as did my father when the time came for taking stock;
because they will order me to do somtthing which my con,science does
not allow me to do?
Answers:' The bomoardflfefft.;;;f open~ cities-, -even by-..}gng- f3l~i:--41P_ _,.
tillery, and with all the IJlOre reason by aircraft or other more deadly
contrivances, was declared "immoral at the Hague Tribunal in 1907.
Most. civilized nations pledged themselves not to havf! recourse to such
measures. The Christian conscience, left to its natural intuition and
molded by direct contact with the Gospel, unquestionably disapproves
of these blind, ..mechanistic, disproportionate methods. The Pope· and
the moralists cited earlier have declared modern war is intrinsically
evil, because of methods of this type ... I know of Americans, other
than Captain Lewis, who have undertaken hard penances in the spirit
of reparation for their people, the developers and first users of that
tremendous weapon. Is seems practically obvious to me that you do
not have a right to drop this bomb on open cities, ~en if you are 'l:ommanded to on duty; in an unjust war, certainly, but also in a just war.
The end does not justify the means. But up to .now, you have only been
training, and have not bombed anyone; you have the privilege of remaining in your position, if you have an adequate reason. But, if you
are able to provide for yourself, it would be more perfect to resign
your commission, publicly and. loudly, so that people will know the lofty
motive which guides you. To aid in rousing the public conscience in
such a grave matter, is assuredly a good act. Good luck!
1. In LA CROIX of May 13, 195&, Fr. Gabel, the editor, wrote courageously: "An atomic bomb dropped on a city strikes the civil population
necessarily and entirely. Besides, wasn't it used just because of the
100,000's of victims that it would make and not because of military objectives it would destroy?
"The end does not justify the means. Christians must remain absolutely faithful to this principle. Therefore we continue for our parl
to consider that a crime against hwnanity was perpetrated at Biro- '
shima, in spite of good intention." This is exactly what we ourselves
think.
• (The above was translated by Lucia Lupinski from the book

Can A Christian Be a Conscientious Objector?, by Pierre Lorson, S. J.
The book· was published i n French in 1950. A German translation b11
Kaspar Mayr was published in 1952. Also during 1952, a futl length.
book on Fr. Reinisch was published in Germany.>
("The Case of the Air Force Captain" is from a chapter on practical
cases.)

Chrystie Street
(Continued from page 2)
that they have brought lumps to cept his other pair of shoesmy throat. Some have given me a which did fit. And there was no
'
way out of it but take the shoes
few dollars which they could ill and wear them-which I am doafford, others have offered to give ing. Another man offered me his
me money th.at they could not suitcase which he believed was in
spare. One of our friends here in better condition than my own,
the house -insisted on my taking thank God, I was able to refuse it,
his hat and only pair .of shoes since I preferred the one I have.
since he thought that they were Veronica, who is not strong, ironed
in better condition than mine. I my shirts. There have been sevwas ,.happy to have been able to eral other instances but I must
refuse these gifts since they w~e close before this sounds like East
not my. size. Another good.friend Lynn and I change my mind about
in the house demanded that I ac- making this trip.

